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What is the best combination of 

bedside experience and simulated 

clinical education?

Situated Cognition tells us that learning 

cannot be separated from doing

Lave and Wegner, 1991



Yet,

In current healthcare settings, patient 

safety dictates and competition for 

learning experiences can restrict student 

experiences



In Fact,

Ziv et al  (2002) contend that the use of 

simulation conveys a critical educational 

and ethical message: 

“Patients are to be protected wherever 

possible; they are not commodities to be 

used as conveniences of training”



Though there has been 

widespread acceptance of 

simulation in medical training…

..Nursing programs have been slow to embed 

simulation as a major teaching strategy 

despite growing evidence

Henneman and Cunningham (2005)

Sears, Goldworthy and Goodman (2010)

Blum, Borgland and Parcells (2010)



The USF Experience

25% complement in 2006

50% pilot in 2009



Basis for Scenario Development

 Build on levels of confidence & knowledge 

from previous rotations 

Create opportunities to assess performance 

and provide for feedback and reflection  

Use patient symptoms or medical orders 

as trigger events…even those that trigger 

wrong behaviors 



USF-produced Scenarios  

• From content expert experience

• To complement lecture

• To embed low occurrence, high-risk 

events

• To meet pre-determined learning 

objectives



Embedded error

Based on the leading drugs associated with 

medication errors (Hicks, Becker & Cousins, 2006)

heparin

vancomycin

ceftriaxone fentanyl

gentamycin

insulin KCL

morphine

dopamine



Sample Case Scenarios

• Pre-teen with myelomeningocele & pyelonephritis
• IV fluid + NG feeding (fluid order error)

• Infant s/p cardiac cath procedure

• bleeding at site/cardiac arrhythmia

• Adolescent with leukemia, sepsis, CVC

• IV antibiotics, transfusion, TPN/lipids, pain meds

• Child with hemolytic uremic syndrome
• Acute renal failure, critical lab values, transfer to PICU



Recognizing Prescribing Error

2-year-old in ED after falling from swing 

now “refusing to walk.”

Collect  history, physical assessment 

Draw bloods, start PIV, calculate 

maintenance fluids

 Administer IV pain medication 

Prescribing Error:  Morphine 4 mg instead of 1mg 

(4x max dose)



What  Simulation Provides

Experiences not possible in a “live” setting

The ability for all students to be exposed 

to the same learning opportunity



What is the “best” complement of 

SIM and Clinical?

What experiences need

to “remain” in a clinical 

setting?

What experiences can SIM provide?



The 50% “experiment”

• 122 students enrolled in Junior-level 

Pediatrics

• BRN-approved

as a pilot project



Sequential Scheduling

 90-hour clinical rotation (1 shift/week x 15wks)

 2 weeks in clinical, 2 weeks in simulation…

Return to clinical area to apply newly acquired

skills and clinical reasoning

 Equal mix of learning frameworks
 50% learning in simulation = Student learner focused

 50% learning in clinical = Patient focused



Faculty

Designated “Sim Instructors” at USF

Clinical instructors on acute-care units

Director of Clinical Performance Center

Teaching Assistants



Surveys completed

• 7 open-ended questions designed to evaluate 

the “course”

• 95% response rate

• Data analyzed by independent analyst



The Largest Over-arching Findings

• The 50/50 complement reinforced learning 

in both settings

• SIM was more challenging and fast-paced

• Clinical component was highly site-specific 

with respect to “opportunity to learn”



In many other fields…

Rehearsal is key….



Practice is everything…



Time for Questions…

…We hope to have the answers!
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